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The Governor Pilate renders their decision, the days 
events follow on. A lump grows in my throat. I openly 
weep but the lump continues its growth, petitioning 
to become my body’s new center of gravity. Later that 
night, in his bed, the gums of the good Governor begin 
to bleed: teeth come loose and fall out.

On the second day: disconsolate, still weeping, I walk 
up to the tomb to weep closer to the source of my guilt 
and grief. At the nights darkest point, the stone to 
the tomb splits itself away, and a yellowish un-light 
illuminates the hole and the hill. A gentle wind blows 

from inside and a dense blast of orphaned neutrons 
flenses my skin, which billows away. Uncloaked, my 
muscles and innards are pulverized by great, infinitely 
long lashes of absconded electrons. Softened into 
paste, they run slowly from my bones.

Under the starlike heat, everything of my bones burns 
away save for a crystalline lattice of calcite. The 
invisible tempest boils my brain, though I remain calm. 
Trapped within my cranium it becomes a gas. All of my 
memories are now a cloud: “this is freeing” I think. 
Soon too, my crystal skeleton melts also, and my bones 

begin to drip and boil, and as they dissipate into gas, 
my thoughts are released. Into the upper atmosphere 
they go, borne aloft on slithering chariots of sickled 
exotic atomic debris.

I float, over time, all the way to the sad dunes above 
the beach at Filey. Twigs gather. And over the course 
of many years, fashion themselves into a kneeling 
skeleton. Over false bones (whittled femur, sculpted 
skull) grey clay, dug rough from the twilit beach, is 
slapped. Upon this topography of fake flesh, I drape 
a net of oarweed, eelgrass, and bladder wrack: skin 

enough. My eyes are flat and shallow pebbles, I paint 
them so as to infer depth.

Time accordions, and I find myself standing, stumbling 

towards the soft and whispering sea. I fall over, into 

the surf. My mind is dull, unsharp, and I am tired. 

I smile and weep, coming apart for the last time. No 

frantic explosions, no caustic flickering holography 

of regret and sadness, I decline to dream on the way 

out, I dissolve, and decide to die happy.



sounds dubious.. ive been trying to write u this email for ages, it always changes and gets scrapped..the response i came up with after many drafts to the punch a fasict 
gallery text b4 it went o mute was a single sentence “ we must use every second against itself”.. i try, i do get distracted tho...i guess i meant always being a revolutionary 
or typesetting hard left ( this is how i got out of hospital - pass to the left (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFtLONl4cNc) it takes practice and discipline i 
guesswhen i first met john he said dont apologies for yrself, critisticuffs told me don’t say thanks to comrades.. so im not going to say sorry to you or thanks or explain 
anything as if i knew what the fuck happened to meim guessing u might be a bit pissed at me for a million emails mabye some of them were out of order..u might e 
one of the only people ive met, sustained a relationship with who hasnt done a single shit thing to me and looked after me alot. i dont bear grudges but i do suffer 
it`; i learnt do not wince it gives pleasure. im wondering why people do fucking shite stuff all the time to me - cos i rekon im only an asshole to people after the 
punches..i cant really tell what was real from these last months`; things that happened, if i was really sick what this means, if i was hiding in the ward or just nuts .. 
im do not regret de-arrestinng u with the book im glad of that..( throw the book in reverse)Â i wanted to say about yr poem: weird to read so closely so many times, 
whilst i was breaking down , which is in guess in part something like a split between language, reality, images etci wonder if i got so inside the poem that it made me 
ill, cos i really went right into its space..that actually happened..like roaming around in the streets..on reflection the mdr was a stick up then at a minimum..i remember 
last time i was ill, ur emails made very clear sense, maybe cos u think about language alot... ben said mad people understand poetry well.ffs this is the most bullshit 
email but im not going to say this to yr face cos i cant say it just sat like a lemon awkward..its coming out trite ..im going to have to just finish this and write it fast 
now cos..some of the things i wanted say:ive been banging on about this this dodgy art stuff since 2011.. no one listened except for ben and u.. y? class? gender? social 
/ media klout? i shouldnt have to lobby people to make these/ my points ( keep doing the admin), everything was and is so cosy, this is what i mean about every second.. 
just typset hard left..flipmode..i guess what im saying here is how much i think there is deep authoritarianism even with all the comrades, u know like b10: my emails 
saying xyz were blocked for 7 years for fucking what..i mean everyone is learning but there are lines...i think you just dont have this experience so you cant know the 
impact.. it only makes me want to take the piss say stupid stuff and make jokesÂ Â i think you kind of wrote about that in a few different ways in the poem which was 
great to read.. like whatever.. or about reality eating and speeches.. lots of it in there...i tried to talk about what i saw in the poem, the things that i felt were objectively 
personal the people decided im mad for sure ( delusions of reference) -Â  maybe its easier to call the pigs? i thought the headless chicken was ben for example. cartoon 
veins also very familiar..rips.. the tears were real.. i made that image listening to orange juice and joy division and thinking how you cant really show or represent 
suffering in a image, how its not right or impossible..and wondering about love cos was in love with ben at that moment and what that is and if its possible in 
capitalism or if its the only thing that cuts through it because its not allowed or something..so u didnt need to say thanks for doing the design and print..as if it was 
a favor something.. cos i totally meant it and was more than glad to put everything i had in it which i did..i learnt about words, how they perform from reading..and 
the rest of it what they said what you wrote how they can paint which was a shock.. i m really fucking proud of the design, its kind of a 360 degree object like it works 
all ways including the text: someone came up to me and said they read the poemagain for the design too..u didnt realise maybe but no one esp not artists ask me to 
collaborate or anything `(tho now dean eek).. all my `’ artist” peers just either doing super dodgy post net or fixed on competing for gallery shows .. i always thought 
that really true art, i mean art proper should push against itself, its borders this includes site and literally every detail `( even weight of paper which luke thought so 
miraculous a question with his precious french flaps fucking wanker ).. i really felt weird about authoring, it was traumatic not doing that for years and feeling weird 
about it since the carrot.. i hope u didnt mind, it felt i a weird way like a good point to make these three names in a list same size i hope it made a point about authority 
and hows its fucking bullshitthis is hella long sorry i want to make these points tho:the mistake with the poem design wise - also negotiations: it should Be 
downloadable and with print instructions about the paper so anyone can make one: rare editions are not appropriate for what it is i think..im guessing u would prefre 
it freed up ut laos yr sik of it cos its written.. also i never sent to Micheal i hope you did! u said u borrowed his mask: from reading it i ended up in a riot ( in time ) I 
wonder if somehow he was busted out in the poem space, or at least i was trying to bust him out and maybe you were or if i didnt just project it onto the poem.. awate 
told me, when he was looking after me mid episode, the sample in the music video from futures was from a martin luther king song about marching, he played it to 
me and it made me cry then after for weeks everything was a march we were all on together, just the road was not a road but a million other things and sometimes 
we were just sat down and not walking.. or road started to curve until it took a lot of different forms. then i saw all the forms around me as almost arbitrary like stuff 
like my flat or a room or an object, then unreal.. i guess this is now just about stuff i wanted to say about this poem, im wondering if i read it again would i get all this.. 
did u actually put that in there or i guess maybe we could talk about it at some point ut maybe i dont want to know.. i mean its weird and amazing cos i ended up in 
a riot... its just also everything else dissolved - not saying that was the poem tho it might of been cos i must have read it 50 times - then i got some hella dark stuff 
come up all the really horrific memories i block to make myself numb to punches etc cos i wet into that it in the poem too it stripped stuff away, probably a good thing 
i did allow it, hence the design.this email is getting of the rails cos im high (sober this is a bad idea).. i just wanted to write something cos u know i had yr violent poem 
and traces of yr brain layered into mine in a deep way and in the middle of a breakdown. and probably even b4 from the groups and life. and then i wrote all these 
fucking weird emails, and i saw all this stuff in yr emails...i cant even tell what of it is actually my illness, what is real and im not going to get to the answer from u or 
my dr or sam im not even sure i should worry about it ..i just wanted to say all this stuff to u cos i think i put u through the wringer a bit alot i guess im not apologizing 
really im not not even regret but hoping yr not actually pissed off at me or that i havent been massively out of order cos if i have u should say at some point...here is 
thhe main thing i wanted to try and say: i dont think many people who say they are artists are artists,Â  they might be a brilliant film maker or this or that but its actually 
different, i think its the same with poetry and i think its something that i cant put into words well without sounding reactionary maybe..maybe it has something to do 
with feeling in dont really know or maybe its just me being full of shit...but i doubt it, maybe its about commitment i feel like i can sense it .. so u are really a poet, 
like properly like me im really an artist its not bullshitive been wondering.. i remember at the first no money when i was ill that time too.. saying to u i was totally 
without orientation and u understood ( maybe this deceased structuralism ).. b4 that u had sent an email to the list and i made the first flyer from it which was a map 
which was spot on also the meatballso i can see these things in yr words and pull out images from them its weird.. and it doesnt happen with everything one im 
wondering about itffs im really fucking high this is not coming out right at all sorry ;xi guess im wondering is this what happens with real art and real poetry or 
language..when they are together, cos that weird poems things map object is hella weird and good, i can really tell, it is extra-ordinary or anomalous as a thing..the 
wondering is too: i have the illness with the visions and the rest of it: this time it was in part orientating around the limits of what i understand about communism, 
unfolding didactically, negatively, through all memories ( then interactions with my carers were very complicated and odd)...(nurses were fine) so how come in this 
space you made sense still u seemed in it totally able to just be in it and write to me , like last time, when other people just found me to be a nutter...im just trying to 
understand maybe im projecting im trying to understand what the fuk happened why and if i can understand poems so well if my interactions with u were as i 
remembered them if this matters etc how much of the last monnths or years is me totally deranged..if there is someone ie u who could follow me to where i went and 
who can see how i see when i go like that a bit..seems that way..danny sorry this is the worst senario of this email, i wanted to say more differntly and a lot better...i 
should say too im ok now im not sad orianne really sorted me out a lot shes amazing, im a bit worried now most people think im retarded a bit, or that i am actually 
a bit more fucked thanÂ  i realised.. u really have been totally solid with me over these last years and years ive leant on u alot cos its been so rough, i really trust u, 
apart from some moments in the breakdown when people were all kind of fucking with me with their odd versions of care which was pretty reveling and not so helpful 
and very confusing...then i thought they all wanted me to top myself and u were taking the piss out of me and that i was evil and stuff...really our comrades need to 
think moreÂ  about communism and typesetting hard left all the time and not making pretend for dinner parties with bookworksi want u to know im ok in quite a 
good way all things considered, im less angry with people for being fucking proper shit to me ( that is a lot of people i rekon now cos of the sign i must have had on 
my head that must say be horrible to me for sure`) cos i had to go through it all i part cos of yr mental poem and in part cos of b10 -Â  it cant any worse than that. yr 
a proper good comrade. im ot going to put up with any more bullshit from people . im fucking seriously sad about ben, but no ones knows how fucking dark that really 
was, apart from irene a little cos he did some of it with her... im really sad about it i felt sad all night i hope u can convince him to see someonne, im scared es going 
to top himself. i cantÂ  believe i survived this year. not in one piece still. i went to russia at one point for ages. now i think im here but maybe in a jacked broken car 
driving fuk knows where to another port ~( post marseille) or the coast...i figure u get this or know that..cos u can see a bit like me possibly..Â  i just wanted to say this 
cos u got the worst of the breakdown, also i imagined u ad a rotten year from hell trawling through all the fash stuff and having to process it all i hope yr ok from 
that.. and then all the other stuff that brings up, i hope i didnt make it worse ffs i probably did i dint mean to.. the b10 stuff really broke my heart a million times it 
just snapped me peopleÂ  ie b10 were proper not ok deeply classed sexist weird irresponsible bs, so dark ffs thank fuk for wail in all that proper brave solidarityi really 
started writing this just to say if yr pissed at me pls say, and also i really wanted say say alot of things about the poem and the visions and all the stuff i cant be sure 
of and the card sharps. (the game is so rigged anyway im not playing it ( futures) so..)Â  i wanted to say all this stuff and its come out like drivel and i had to get fucking 
high to write it, its all base line i didnt even say half of what i wanted to and this is the millionth attemptÂ for fucks sakeÂ i guess im also worried that yr hella sick of 
me cos we are in all these groups together that been mental i cant tell if ive imagined stuff, obviously some stuff i have , so if that is a given.. annd now we are in like 
3 groups plus, if u are or u need to say stuff to me u should just say or tell me whatever, id like not to e the main person pushing these groups alongÂ  but its seems 
like if i dont no one does so i keep pushing, u dont need to be polite or diplomatic..i realise this is not a response style email, lol haha whoops - its taken me hours to 
write and people are coming round inn like 4 hours with stolen goods, ive taken alot of the drugs ffs almost all jacobs has stolen slight scary amounts of oozeÂ we 
could also meet up and try and talk about the last months and the poem and stuff i wouldn’t mind but i dont need to...i always over talk from my nerves i hate it..



















While I am writing thoughts spring into my head 
and I dismiss them, thinking them trivial or 
irrelevant to where I want this work to go, but then 
I tell myself  ‘no.’ I must shine a torch in unknown 
or embarrassing corners and write about them. 
And I follow the trivial or irrelevant and record it, 
in spite of  myself. And usually it takes me 
somewhere interesting that I otherwise would not 
have went. It is difficult for me to measure the 
value of  these words, but together they form 
sentences that would otherwise not exist. What 
they say is liberated, or else thwarted in its efforts 
to hide. Over time my relationship with them 
might change. I become more confident in their 
importance, or else embarrassed. The words come 
back around again and over time, become 
important again.
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